
Palmistry is our ancient science for know the destiny future and present by reading the 
palm ,

Palmistry has been practised for several thousand years, reach area of the palm of the hand and the fingers 
can be "read" to give clues about a person's life and future and personality. Ntial. Other theories suggest 
that the left hand shows the past, and the right hand the future, or that the significance is gender - read the 
right hand for a man, the left for a in of our hands, the mounts and ridges, the nails, and position of the digits--
each element reveals something new about our personalities; left and right hands cover different aspects of our 
lives.

We have some majore and some miner line in our hand, these major   lines in our hand 
which are  life line (which encircles the thumb), the head line (which starts at or near the 
life line  between the thumb and index finger)  this present the person's vitality and 
vigor,  physical  health  and  general  well  being.  The  life  line  is  also 
believed to reflect  major life changes, including cataclysmic events, 
physical injuries, and relocations.

This is also show the age of the person. emotion or heart line (which starts at below the 
little  finger   and  usually  curves  upward  toward  the  index  finger). We  can  predict 
represent matters of the heart, both physical and metaphorical, and 
believe  it  can  indicate  emotional  stability,  romantic  perspectives, 
depression,  and  stoicism,  in  addition  to  various  aspects  of  cardiac 
health.

Mind line- it is start from the middle between index and thumb, and also jointed with life 
line some time not,  generally interpret this line to represent the person's 
mind and the way it works, including learning style, communication 
style, Education and also indicate the any injury on the head. Fate line- it 
is a vertical line in the center of palm start from wrist joint and till the center finger (long 
finger). Health line-  health line is start from the lower area of palm and go to the root of  
little finger. 

Marrige line-  this is a small horizontal line which can found at below of little finger. 

Sun Line-  sun line is start from the last of palm or may be center of palm and last till to 
ring finger.



9 planats are also found in our palm all are highly effectede our life and also give his 
effect to other lines.

1. Jupitur- last joint of index finger

satarn-below the middle finger

Sun- Below the ring finger

Mercury- below the little finger

Mars- below of little finger and center of palm this is first mars. 

Moon-  jus below at the mount of 2nd mars

Venus- below the thumb 

Rahu- last and center of palm where the fate line start.

Ketu below of Rahu.

  

Trevel  line-  trevel  lines  can  found on the wrist,  or  on the  mount  of  moon  these are 
horizontal lines,. Each line is said to represent a trip taken by the subject, 
the longest line make the trevel long trip and also useful

You can predict your destiny by sending your colour photographs of both hand to us, our 
palmistry expert predict you, or call us.
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